
 

 

 

 



FokiaNou Art Space Goes to Supermarket Art Fair 

Participating Artists: John Bicknell, Mary Cox, Panajotis Daramaras, Sarah 
Ettlinger, Jane Grover, Nikos Podias, Ioanna Terlidou, Iliana Theodoropoulou, and 
Panagiotis Voulgaris  

Following the growing trend towards artist-run initiatives in the global art scene, FokiaNou Art 
Space will take part in an international art fair specifically for artist-run spaces, presenting the 
exhibition “FokiaNou Goes to Supermarket”, curated by Mary Cox and Panagiotis Voulgaris.  
FokiaNou will exhibit nine of its artists at Supermarket 19, Stockholm Independent Art Fair, in 
Stockholm, Sweden, 4-7 April, 2019. Initiated and run mostly by artists since 2007, Supermarket 
Art Fair is a showcase for independent, artist-run spaces all over the world, providing 
international exposure and the opportunity for collaboration and networking to such spaces. 
The fair has hosted exhibitors from more than 60 countries, becoming one of 
Sweden’s biggest art events, and has firmly established Stockholm on the art world 
map.   

In addition to the main exhibition, which takes place at Sickla Front, Uddvagen, the fair hosts a 
Talks and Performances program, meetings and networking events, and offers an 
internationally distributed Supermarket Art Magazine. https://supermarketartfair.com 

FokiaNou Art Space is an artist-run project space in an intimate, small apartment in an old 
building in Athens. FokiaNou encourages collaborative creative efforts between Greek and 
foreign artists, and promotes the local art community. Founded in 2014, the non-commercial 
space hosts exhibitions, workshops, talks and performances under the direction of two artists, 
Mary Cox and Panagiotis Voulgaris. This is the first time an Athens initiative will participate in 
the fair, and also the first time FokiaNou Art Space will participate in an international event. At 
Supermarket 2019 FokiaNou presents artists whose work reflects the current climate in Athens: 
diverse, creative, difficult but at the same time optimistic. John Bicknell, Mary Cox, Panajotis 
Daramaras, Sarah Ettlinger, Jane Grover, Nikos Podias, Ioanna Terlidou, Iliana 
Theodoropoulou, and Panagiotis Voulgaris will show work ranging from painting to art books, 
textiles, video, and mixed media. http://www.fokianou247.gr 
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